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umerous studies have shown that using active learning methods in class improves student learning.[1-10]
The fraction of engineering faculty who adopt these
methods is small, however, and the two key barriers most
often cited[11-14] in faculty resistance to adopting best teaching practices are:
(1) Lack of resources for utilizing active-learning techniques. Because most faculty are severely time-constrained, they tend to adopt teaching approaches that
rely on previously used materials, especially old course
notes that use a lecture format. Developing new content
for active-learning approaches takes significant time.
(2) Lack of experience or familiarity with active-learning
techniques. A closely related problem is that many
instructors are simply unaware of proven practices in
education, and have not been trained on how to use
them, nor do they have time to study effective teaching
approaches. However, the central philosophy of our
approach is that, like students, instructors learn best by
doing. That is, they will be most likely to incorporate
active learning into their teaching philosophy for future
courses if they have used best practices in a loosely
guided way.

Therefore we have developed an easy-to-use course package to fill the gap between teaching innovations and their
implementation in engineering education in order to improve
student learning and engagement in chemical engineering
courses. Although this course package is aimed at encouraging
a new generation of early-career faculty to use active-learning
methods in their teaching, it also allows established faculty
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to more easily adapt their teaching. This course package
contains complete class notes that utilize ConcepTests with
peer instruction[1] and they are designed for instructors to
use student response systems (clickers). The materials are
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presented in Microsoft OneNote so they can be used directly
in class. In addition, they are designed to be used in a flipped
classroom,[15-17] where content is delivered outside of class
using textbooks, screencast videos, and pre-class homework
sets, so that class time can be used for active learning. Thus,
the course package incorporates suggested screencasts for
each class. The course package also contains three to four
semesters of assignments and exams, all of which can be
modified. Suggested multiple-choice or short-answer reading
quiz questions are provided for each class to help the instructor motivate students to be prepared for class. They can be
entered into an online classroom management system (e.g.,
Blackboard, Desire2Learn) so that students can complete
them before class, and faculty can use their responses to focus
their teaching efforts during class [Just-in-Time Teaching
(JiTT)].[18] The course package also contains reading quizzes and learning goals for each chapter. It includes teaching
hints, tips on creating and grading exams, recommendations
for dealing with various classroom and student situations, an
example syllabus and schedule, and screencasts on how to
use the materials effectively.

The course package focuses on integrating active-learning
methods into the course; each class is designed using ConcepTests. These conceptual multiple-choice questions are used
during class to improve student understanding of the important
concepts and to challenge their misconceptions.[5,6] Studies
have shown that using ConcepTests and peer instruction[1-7]
instead of standard lectures dramatically improve functional
understanding (“ability to interpret and use knowledge in
situations different from those in which it was originally
acquired”).[8] Typical science and engineering courses emphasize solving quantitative problems, and thus students
have difficulty applying the knowledge to new situations.[8]
Student responses with clickers provide the instructor (and
all students) immediate feedback about student understanding, so that the instructor can use class time to concentrate on
confusing concepts. This approach creates a more engaged
learning environment, and allows students to determine how
well they understand key concepts. It also allows them to learn
from as well as teach their fellow students. Students prefer this
mode of instruction; class discussions are livelier, attendance
is higher, and students are more motivated to be prepared.[1-9]
In flipped classrooms, the traditional approach of presenting lectures in class and having students solve problems at
home is inverted. Information delivery can be done through
screencasts, which are short videos that include narration by
an instructor, and are made using software that captures the
images on a computer screen. Screencasts introduce a topic,
solve an example problem, explain a concept or a diagram,
demonstrate the use of course software, or review for an exam.
Interactive screencasts have been prepared that allow students
to assess their conceptual understanding through interaction
with a screencasts-based ConcepTest. Flipped classrooms
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can be implemented by aligning appropriate screencasts to
each class, along with questions to answer while watching the
videos. Some reasons to use screencasts include:
•

They improve student learning: 1) directly, as indicated
by studies in literature,[19-27] and 2) indirectly, by freeing
up class time for active learning exercises (e.g., ConcepTests, clickers, peer instruction, group exercises) that
improve student learning.[1-5,23]

•

Students watch them even when screencasts are not
assigned. Statistics from our online screencasts (1.8 million views in the last 12 months) show extensive
screencast use. Any learning materials that result in
students spending more time on a course are likely to
result in more learning.

•

Student feedback is overwhelmingly positive. Although
students’ opinions are not sufficient to indicate how
useful screencasts are for learning, anything that has
such positive feedback and focuses on course learning
goals while motivating students to take initiative in their
learning is beneficial.

COURSE PACKAGE DESIGN

The overall course package structure is a digital notebook
that combines textbook resources with those of a practiced
professor. Combining active-learning tools into one central,
user-friendly notebook provides faculty with a valuable teaching tool. In addition, the course package allows for modifications and updates as classes and resources are improved.
Microsoft OneNote is used to host the course package as it
is user-friendly, simple to learn, easy to access because it is
a component of Microsoft Office, and can be used in class
with a tablet PC instead of PowerPoint. Thus, class presentation materials, homework assignments, exams, and instructor explanations are all included in one educational suite.
Requesting free access to the restricted course package is
done through the “Instructor Resources” webpage at <www.
learncheme.com>.

Implementation of the course package is straightforward.
A new faculty member simply opens a section, becomes
familiar with the topic (i.e., the learning goals, student
misconceptions, areas of difficulty), and then uses the class
notes that utilize active-learning methods. For example,
a section for a given day would include pre-class reading
questions, course notes to use in class (ConcepTests, explanations, diagrams, etc.), hyperlinks to online resources, and
suggested homework problems. Information for distribution
to students is assembled so that it can be easily configured to
post online. Since the notebooks are dynamic, they provide
desired instructor flexibility[11]; faculty can easily customize them by removing or adding to the sections and pages,
building assignments, and modifying what to present in
class. Additional sections on active learning and good teaching practices help frame the importance of these methods
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Figure 1. Example screenshot showing overview of information provided in each course notebook.

Figure 2. A class page in OneNote. Tabs at the top are for chapters. Tabs at right contain learning goals, links to screencasts, notes to be used in class, reading quizzes, handouts, and links to interactive simulations.

as well as explain to an instructor the reasoning behind the
proposed approach. Once five or six weeks have passed, he
or she opens a section that contains six to eight sample exams
with solutions in a format such that individual questions
can be compiled/configured/modified to create an original
exam. Figures 1 and 2 are screenshots of the notebook,
which is organized by the table of contents of the textbook
selected for use.
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COURSE PACKAGE CONTENTS

The thermodynamics course package was developed for one
textbook initially, but similar packages are being developed
for other thermodynamics textbooks. The course package
contains the following:
•

Daily class notes: A set of notes is included for each
day; this consists of announcements, daily topics,
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Figure 3. Reading quiz questions for chapter 5 material. These align with the learning objectives and prepare students for
in-class activities.
ConcepTests, and active-learning exercises. Each day’s
notes can be used directly in class, but the OneNote
page can also be easily modified by the instructor.
•

Instructor hints: On the right side of the class notes
are explanations of each ConcepTest, including why an
answer is correct and what might confuse students about
wrong answers. Also included are suggested readings
before class, suggested screencasts to watch, hints, and
substitute ConcepTests. At the top of each page is a link
to the AIChE Concept Warehouse,[28] which provides a
large selection of ConcepTests for chemical engineering
courses. A new instructor can use the course package
without modification the first time he/she offers the
course, and then can easily revise the course materials
in subsequent offerings.

•

Chapter learning objectives: These are of the form described by Felder[29] and indicate what students should
be capable of doing after completing the chapter.

•

Hyperlink index (table of contents): This index contains
hyperlinks to pages in OneNote that are used often (e.g.,
course schedule, syllabus, grading scheme, student list,
information for teaching assistant, resources on teaching
styles).

•
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Screencasts: These screencasts are available on YouTube
and can be used to provide a starting point for understanding the chapter and/or to create flipped classrooms.
They include introductions to topics and explanations
of concepts that traditionally have been presented in
class. They also provide example problems worked out

completely. Links with descriptions of the screencasts are
provided on the appropriate OneNote pages. Note that
these screencasts are short (average of 7 minutes) so that
they focus on one aspect and minimize cognitive overload.
•

Reading quizzes: These are questions that the students
answer online before class to encourage them to read
the assigned sections or watch the assigned screencasts. When students are motivated to prepare for class,
classroom time can be spent explaining the material that
students find difficult rather than presenting it for the
first time. Quizzes also make the ConcepTests in class
more effective, as the clicker questions are based on
material that students should read or view prior to class.
The reading quizzes are organized by textbook sections
(Figure 3).

•

Homework assignments: These are located under the
assessment section (Figure 4) and include suggested
book problems as well as a variety of other problems
with solutions. Distribution of the solutions will need to
be controlled to continue to make them useful. Problem
solutions accessible to students will make these materials less effective.

•

Sets of exams: As with the assignments, five or six sets
of exams (exam #1, exam #2, final exam) and their solutions are included.

•

Exam study guides: Detailed study guides related to the
learning goals are included, with links to recommended
screencasts to watch for review.

•

Exam preparation: Some suggestions on creating exams
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Figure 4. Example homework assignment. Assignments from four years of classes are inventoried
with hand-written solutions.
(so they are easier to grade, are of the appropriate
length, and test the appropriate material) and preparing
students to take exams are provided.[30,31]
•

Suggested syllabus and schedule: This section includes
pages with proposed schedules for 14-, 15-, and 16week semesters, suggested grading scales, and possible
course policies.

Each notebook contains a getting-started section that demonstrates how to download the course package (access through
<www.learncheme.com>), navigate through the materials, and
use OneNote. Much of this information is demonstrated with
screencasts. For example, the navigation screencast shows the
instructor how to use the course notes for a specific day, including the instructor explanations that are included as part of
the notes. One notebook section contains educational articles
and website links[28,32] on active learning. Part of the first day
of class is dedicated to showing students the motivation for
using ConcepTests and peer instruction in class. Note that
although the course package includes a large variety of tools
that can be used in instruction, instructors are able to tailor the
tools to their own style. For example, although the resources
provided will be sufficient to institute a true flipped-classroom
approach, instructors can personalize their notebooks to make
only periodic use of active-learning techniques. We expect
that instructors who are new to active-learning approaches
may use a more modular approach as they gradually adopt
new teaching practices.
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USING ONENOTE

Microsoft OneNote is a powerful software program that
improves faculty efficiency by providing a means to organize
a large amount of information. It is a component of Microsoft
Office and consists of digital notebooks that are divided into
sections, which are further divided into pages (and sub-pages).
Text can be added to a OneNote page just like in a word processor, figures can be copied onto pages, files can be printed
to them (or saved as icons that can be opened from the page),
emails can be readily sent to them from Microsoft Outlook,
handwritten text or figures can be added using a tablet PC, and
links to other OneNote pages, to web pages, or to files, can
be inserted. A page can be essentially any length. OneNote
provides the following advantages that are important for the
course package:
• It is easy to learn how to use.
• All text in the notebooks is searchable.
• Everything is continuously saved, and backup copies are
created automatically.
• Moving between pages, sections, and notebooks is much
faster than opening new Word, PowerPoint, or other files.
• Notebooks can be shared with others, and this can be
much more efficient than email for working with graduate students, teaching assistants, or staff. It provides an
efficient method to delegate that is easy to follow up.
• Files are easily printed to OneNote; it shows up as a
printer in the printer list.
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• A new project is easily started by creating a new OneNote page or section.
• A OneNote page can be converted into a Word or PDF
file or it can be directly emailed.
• Files, programs, or websites that are used repeatedly
can be opened by creating a link on a OneNote page.
Opening a Word file that is used often is much faster
from OneNote than searching through file folders and
subfolders for the file.
• It can be viewed on PCs, iPads, and phones and synced
between them.

OneNote can be used to present material instead of PowerPoint in class; this mode of instruction is used by the developers of the package, where the OneNote page essentially
provides an electronic “board” using a tablet computer to write
notes in between prepared visuals. However, this mode of
instruction is not required to use the course package. Content
from OneNote can easily be copied to other applications such
as PowerPoint.

INITIAL FEEDBACK

A beta version of the thermodynamics course package was
used by a few faculty members in the fall of 2013. Feedback
has been very positive. A new faculty member at another
institution teaching thermodynamics for the first time stated:
“I am so thankful that I had the thermo course package you
developed. It certainly helped a lot!” Other faculty have
expressed their appreciation for the materials to help them
design their course. Further assessments to collect faculty
suggestions and student feedback are being done to strengthen
the course package. Interested faculty should request free
access through the <www.learncheme.com> website under
“Instructor Resources.”
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